Job Aid: Bosch Slide-in Ranges – Features & Benefits
Slide-in Ranges
Overview

Does your customer love a sleek, built-in look but only have room for a range?
Replace their freestanding range to a slide-in range without changing cabinetry or
countertops. These sleek, full-depth ranges optimize counter space, offering five
burners, ovens with European convection and a convenient warming drawer.
Available in gas, dual-fuel, and electric fuel types.

Qualifying
Questions

Here are some qualifying questions you may ask to help you recommend the slide-in
range that best meets the customer’s needs:
• Do you currently have a free standing range or slide-in range in your home?
Tell the customer that no matter what you currently have, they can have a slide-in
range that will fit into any free standing cutout.
• Will your range be located in the island of your kitchen? If you are planning to
have your range in the island, a slide-in range is the perfect option. The slide-in
range has controls located on the front of the appliance, so there is not control
panel sticking up, which will give you a seamless look.
• Do you know the benefits of a dual fuel slide-in range? It gives you a gas
cooktop which gives you great temperature control and an electric oven that give
you even baking results.

Top Features
Key product features and benefits of Bosch slide-in ranges:

Full Depth

The Bosch slide-in range has been rethought and redesigned to fit perfectly in any
freestanding range cutout, with no filler strip. It slides all the way back and shows off
your backsplash, fitting flush to your cabinetry. It’s a seamless, built-in look that
provides an instant design upgrade without the need for cabinet or countertop
modifications.

Genuine
European
Convection

With Genuine European Convection, we use a third heating element around the
convection fan to circulate warm air more evenly throughout the oven cavity. This
gives the customer the option to bake small items such as cookies on multiple racks
with even results. It also allows them to save time on larger items, such as roasts.

Meat Probe

This built-in temperature gauge is perfect for keeping tabs on large roasts and
poultry dishes. When the dish reaches the preset internal temperature, the oven
beeps and turns itself off — giving the customer optimal temperature control.
Continued on next page
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Warming
Drawer

The warming drawer takes away the need to time everything perfectly. Our warming
drawer keeps your meals warm until the whole meal is ready to served. It is also
great for preheating plates.

5 Burners /
5 Elements

The cooktop surfaces of Bosch slide-in ranges gives customer’s five cooking areas.
Whether they prefer gas or electric, you can give them more room for pots and pans.

18,000 BTU
Center Burner

Creates an extra hot pan which is perfect for searing and speeds cooking time by
allowing you to boil water quickly. The customer can spend less time waiting around
and more time cooking.
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